Preferential uptake of rubidium from extracellular space by glial cells compared to neurons in leech ganglia.
Glial cells play a significant role in maintaining extracellular space (ECS) potassium (K) by temporarily buffering or accumulating excess ECS K and then returning that K to neurons. Yet, little is known about the relative affinity of neurons or glial cells for K when both cells are simultaneously exposed to the same ECS K, in situ. Also, the process by which glial cells return K to neurons remains unknown. Therefore, electron probe X-ray microanalysis was used to measure rubidium (Rb) uptake, as a K tracer, into leech packet neurons and glial cells, and to measure the distribution of cell water content, K, Na and Cl. When ECS Rb was increased from 4 mM to 20 mM, there was a clear preferential Rb uptake into glial cells compared to neurons. At 4 mM extracellular Rb there was only a small difference between uptake velocity of neurons and glial cells (maximum mean uptake velocity at 4 mM Rb was 1.09 for glia, and 0.41 mmol Rb/kg dry wt/s for neurons), whereas at 20 mM extracellular Rb, glial uptake velocity was dramatically greater than of neurons (max. mean Rb uptake velocity for glia was 4.3 compared to 1.47 mmol Rb/kg dry wt/s for neurons). Glial Rb uptake velocity was enhanced by low temperature (max. mean Rb uptake velocity at 20 mM ECS Rb at 6 degrees C was 6.04 for glia compared to 0.78 mmol Rb/kg dry wt/s for neurons) and by substitution of Cl with isethionate (max. mean Rb uptake velocity was 10.6 for glia compared to 1.33 mmol Rb/kg dry wt/s for neurons).(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)